Modern morphometrics provides powerful methods to quantify size and shape variation. A basic requirement is a list of coordinates that define landmarks; however such coordinates must represent homologous structures across specimens. While many biological objects consist of easily identified landmarks to satisfy the assumption of homology, many lack such structures. One potential solution is to mathematically place semilandmarks on an object that represent the same morphological region across specimens. Here, we illustrate a recently developed pipeline to mathematically define semi-landmarks from the mouse baculum (penis bone). Our methods should be applicable to a wide range of objects.
Introduction
The field of morphometrics includes a diversity of methods to quantify the size and shape of the biological form, a fundamental step in scientific inquiry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 . Traditionally, the statistical analysis of size and shape begins by identifying landmarks on a biological structure, and then measuring linear distances, angles and ratios, which could be analyzed in a multivariate framework. Landmark-based Geometric Morphometrics is an approach that retains the spatial position of landmarks, preserving geometric information from data collection through analysis and visualization 5 . Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) can be applied to remove variation in location, scale, and rotation of landmarks to produce an alignment between specimens that minimizes their squared differences -what remains is shape dissimilarity 7 .
An important concept of any morphometric analysis is homology, or the idea that one can reliably identify landmarks representing biologically meaningful and discrete features that correspond between specimens or structures. For example, human skulls have homologous processes, foramina, sutures, and ducts that can enable morphometric analyses. Unfortunately, the identification of corresponding landmarks is difficult across many biological structures, especially those with smooth surfaces or curves 8, 9, 10 . We approach this problem below using computational geometry. The general workflow is to generate a three dimensional scan of the object that can be represented as a cloud of points, and then rotate and transform that point cloud so that all specimens are oriented on a common coordinate system. Then we mathematically define semi-landmarks from specific regions of the object. Discrete semi-landmarks placed on such regions are biologically arbitrary 11 . Conducting GPA and subsequent statistical analyses can produce undesirable artifacts 8, 12 because arbitrarily placed landmarks may not be biologically homologous. Therefore, we allow these semi-landmarks to mathematically "slide". This procedure minimizes the potential difference between structures. As argued elsewhere the sliding algorithm used here is appropriate to quantify similar anatomical regions lacking easily identified corresponding landmarks 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 . These methods have their limitations 13 , but should be adaptable to objects of different size and shape.
Here, we illustrate how this method was applied in a recent study of the mouse baculum 14 , a bone in the penis that has been gained and lost multiple independent times during mammalian evolution 15 . We discuss the dissection and preparation of a specific bone, the baculum (Protocol 1), the generation of microCT images (Protocol 2), and the conversion of these images to a format that enables all downstream computational geometry (Protocols 3 and 4). After these steps, each specimen is represented by ~100K x-y-z coordinates. We then walk through a series of transformations that effectively align all specimens into a common orientation (Protocol 5), then define semi-landmarks from aligned specimens (Protocol 6). Protocols 1-4 should be similar regardless of the object being analyzed. Protocol 5 and Protocol 6 are specifically designed for a baculum, but it is our hope that by detailing these steps, investigators can imagine modifications that would be relevant for their object of interest. For example, modifications of these methods were applied to study whale pelvic bones and rib bones 1. Open and run the Python script "04_identify_landmarks.py"{Figshare}. In the Variables section, identify full path names to the directory containing the .TRANSFORMED.xyz files. This script identifies 802 semi-landmarks that can be used to quantify size and shape of the structure.
Representative Results
The x-y-z coordinates of the semi-landmarks produced in Protocol 6 can be directly imported into any landmark-based geometric morphometrics analysis 17 . The computational pipeline above has been applied to study mouse bacula 14 , as well as whale pelvic and rib bones 16 . More details on the computational definition of semi-landmarks are presented here, in an attempt to help researchers visualize steps that might be modified to accommodate their particular object of interest. The baculum contains several unique features that were exploited to automate certain transformations. For example, after computationally cutting the bone into two halves along a proximal-distal axis, we identified the proximal half simply by comparing the total number of points (the proximal has more). As long as there exist unique features such as this, our methods should be adaptable to any object. In addition, it should be emphasized that we empirically determined certain thresholds, such as "10% proximal" that performed well in our baculum studies, but most certainly need to be reassessed for other objects.
Beginning in Protocol 5, the first computational step is to calculate the convex hull (the smallest set of points that contains all other points in a sample) to identify the two points that are furthest apart from each other. These two points (red spheres, Figure 1C ) begin to define a new z-axis (red line, Figure 1C ) that runs proximal-distal through the bone. In the case of the baculum, the half of the point cloud that contains more points is defined as the proximal end.
Second, the entire point cloud is transformed so that the proximal point takes on the x,y,z coordinates of 0,0,0 and the distal point takes on the x,y,z coordinates of 0,0,+z, where +z is some positive value dependent on the size of the bone. At the end of this step, a z-axis passes through the length of the bone. For procedures below, the length from the minimum to maximum z-coordinates will be referred to as Zlength.
Third, to correct for variance associated with the exact placement of the proximal and distal points identified above, the 10% most proximal and 10% most distal points are sampled separately (Figure 1D) , their respective centroids identified (red spheres, Figure 1E ) and the point cloud transformed such that the proximal centroid is 0,0,0, and the distal centroid is 0,0,+z, with a new z-axis that passes through the center of the specimen (red line, Figure 1E) .
Fourth, the point cloud is rotated around the z-axis by first taking a slice of points in the proximal 15 to 15.25% Zlength of the structure (blue points, Figure 1E ). This slice of points is flattened in the z dimension (i.e. z-coordinates are simply ignored), the convex hull taken, and the minimum bounding rectangle (the smallest rectangle that contains all other points) calculated. Imagine a line connecting the midpoints of the two short sides of this minimum bounding rectangle. We rotate the point cloud until these two midpoints become -x,0,+z and +x,0,+z, respectively, thus this line becomes a new x-axis. After transformation, the distance between the maximal and minimal x values are referred to as Xlength. A new file is created from specimen.xyz to specimen.TRANSFORMED.xyz.
Fifth, points within 1% Xlength of the z-axis are sliced out (blue points, Figure 1F) , and the single most proximal and single most distal point identified from this central slice and labeled DISTAL and PROXIMAL, respectively. These are the first two semi-landmarks identified.
Sixth, 50 evenly spaced slices of points are sampled along the z-axis (red points, Figure 1G) . Each slice is a thickness of 1% Zlength. Each slice is then flattened in the z dimension, and divided equally by 7 vertical lines (red lines, Figure 1H ). Points within 2% Xlength of each line are kept (red points, Figure 1H ), then the points with the maximum and minimum y-coordinate are kept, projected onto each respective line, and labeled VENTRAL and DORSAL, respectively. In addition, labels contain the slice number and the line number, for example P15_VENTRAL4 is the ventral point sampled from the 4 th vertical line of the 15 th slice. Importantly, every point labeled, for example, P15_VENTRAL4, occurs once and only once across all specimens, preserving correspondence. In addition to the ventral and dorsal points of each of the 7 lines (14 semi-landmarks total), the points with the maximum and minimum x-value are sampled and labeled LEFT and RIGHT, respectively. The y and z coordinates of LEFT and RIGHT are smoothed using the lowess function in R. For the baculum, a total of 16 semi-landmarks are defined per slice (red spheres, Figure 1H) ; with 50 slices plus the PROXIMAL and DISTAL semi-landmarks defined above, 802 semi-landmarks are sampled per specimen (green spheres, Figure 1I ). All other points from the original microCT scan are discarded.
These methods can likely be applied to any object that is essentially "rod-shaped", or at least not too curved. Objects that curve back on themselves to become "u-shaped" cannot be currently analyzed, because slicing (Figure 1G) would return points from different parts of the object. Such objects could be accommodated in the future by computationally straightening the object prior to slicing.
We have presented a general method for mathematically defining semi-landmarks from shapes that lack solid landmarks. These general methods have been modified to study the evolution of whale pelvic and rib bones 16 , which have very different shapes. Our computational methods for defining landmarks should be applicable to any series of x-y-z coordinates. We employed microCT scanning here, given the small size of mouse bacula 14 . For larger bones, such as the whale pelvic and rib bones, we employed a laser scanner that reconstructed the surface of the bones 16 . It is important to visually inspect all sets of semi-landmarks to verify the quality of the method. The main advantage of our computational methods is that they precisely quantify the size and shape variation, and preserve the correspondence between distinct regions of the object.
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